
GOVT. HIGH SCHOOL, HANBALU, SAKALESHPURA. 

TIME: 90 MINUTES                 ENGLISH             9TH STANDARED             MARKS:40 

I.Four alternatives are given for the following questions, choose the correct answer and write:1x2=2 

1.Read the conversation and choose the correct language function for the underlined sentence: 

   Sanjay: Good morning madam, can I go home today an hour early? 

   Teacher: Why? What happened? 

   Sanjay:My sister is not feeling well. I ve to take my sister to the hospital. 

   Teacher:Okey.You can go. 

  a)Asking question        b) Asking permission       c) Making advice     d) Offering help 

2.Read the conversation and choose the correct passive voice of the underlined sentence: 

   Jayram: Hello Keerthi,What are you doing? 

   Keerthi:Hello Keerthi,I am writing an essay. 

   a)An essay is being written by me.        b)An essay was being written by me. 

   c)An essay was written by me               d)An essay is written by me. 

II.Do as directed:                                                                                                                               1x9=9 

3.Fill in the balnk with correct forms of the tense forms fo the verbs given in the brackets: 

   Sarala _________ (be+earn) money by giving tuition. 

4.Fill in the blank with correct preposition: 

   Manu was filled _______ surprise when her name was called out. 

5.Write the correct form of the word given in the brackets: 

   The _______ (perform) of the cricket player was impressive. 

6.Fill in the blank with correct auxiliary verb: 

   One of the boys _________ ( was/were) punished. 

7.Fill in the blank with correct linker: 

   Think well _____ you speak. 

8.Fill in the blank with correct phrasal verb: 

    We look______________ (up to/ up for ) our elders for guidance. 

9.Write the opposite of the underlined word given in the sentence: 

      Ravi is good while her brother is _______. 

10.Combine the word in column A with its collocative word in column B. 

        A                                B 

    Lunch           ( dinner, box, food, supper) 

11.Identify the part of speech of the underlined word: 

     Water is the colourless liquid. 

III.The following paragraph has two errors. Edit it and rewrite the paragraph.                               2 

12. Ravi and Suma is good friends. They live of a place where there is peace. They have food together.  

      Clues: a)Preposition to be corrected.        b) Auxiliary verb to be corrected.  

IV.Answer the following question in 2 /3 sentences:                                                                      4x2=8 

13.What was the warning of Yaksha to Yudhistira? 

14.How is the spring season described in the poem Upagupatha? 

15.What were the dreams of Kapil in his childhood? 

16.What advice did Aruna give to the freedom fighters? OR Physicians and surgeons are dolts Why did  

      the king call them dolts 

 

 



V. Read the following extracts and answer the questions that follow:                                          3x3=9 

17. “Let me take the spade and work in your place” 

     a) Who said this?      b)Who was this said to?     c) Why did he say this? 

18.”Words are the food and dress of thought” 

      a) Which poem is the line taken from?    b) What are words in the line?   c) Who wrote this line ? 

19.” Please make room for waiting customers” 

      a)Who made this statement?   b) How is the statement made for?   c) Why is it said? 

VI.Quote from memory:                                                                                                                            3 

20.Why did you run -------------- to run. OR  I am grateful ---------------- need me near. 

VII. Write a letter using the information given below:                                                                          4 

21.Imagine you are Nethra/ Naveen studying in Government high school,Kunigal. Write a letter to the Head  

      master requesting him to grant you three days leave for your brother’s marriage.        OR                                          

    Write a letter to your friend inviting him to your bother’s marriage. 

VIII.22.Given below is the profile of Mr.Rakesh.Write a paragraph using the clues given :            3 

      Age:  35 years 

      Qualification: B A LL B 

      Name of the spouse: Spandana 

      Place of birth: Mysuru 

      Work experience: Legal adviser to a company  and lawyer in a court. 
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